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INTRODUCTION 
This paper simplifies and conceptualizes calculations that arise repeatedly 
in various algebraic theories concerning systems of partial differential 
equations, and, as a by-product, such theories are substantially generalized. 
What follows applies particularly to the theory of overdetermined systems of 
partial differential equations, a subject where notation has become so 
elaborate as to interfere with progress in the field. This paper handles a small 
part of that subject in a manner that shows how to eliminate the cumbersome 
diagram chases and awkward tensor analysis notation that is always a 
problem there. To a lesser extent notational problems exist in differential 
algebra and what follows also helps with that. Specifically Theorem (2.3) of 
Part III generalizes the Ritt basis theorem by eliminating the requirement 
that one must work over a differential field. That limitation, which has been 
with us since the time of Ritt, has unnaturally limited our subject to the 
study of algebraic differential equations. 
The long history of notational aggravation and the previously mentioned 
limitation are alleviated by the seemingly silly idea of generalizing 
differential rings by replacing the requirement that a differential ring be an 
abelian group under addition by the weaker axiom n + n = n + n2 = n. 
(Interestingly enough by weakening our hypothesis in this way we obtain a 
theory that is richer and has more theorems, a counterexample to the idea 
that stronger assumptions produce more theorems.) The set of “nil elements” 
n, e.g., those such that n + n = n is an ordered set, and the order on this set 
generalizes the notion of order for systems of differential equations. The 
reader familiar with differential algebra as in [l] will note that this notion of 
order in some of our examples correlates strongly with the notion of 
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“ranking” (cf. Example (2.3) of Part II). The approach followed here greatly 
reduces the need to refer to the concept of order but makes it instantly 
available whenever we need it. 
In most of the examples that interest us the set of nil elements is order 
isomorphic to N, but not necessarily so that the derivative of an element of 
order n has order n + 1. It is interesting to note that even if one starts with 
the traditional notion of order as for instance in Examples (1.1) and (1.2) of 
Section I, more “exotic” notions of order are often seen to relate to the 
notion of order that was originally considered (as in Example (2.3) of 
Part. II). 
Although it eliminates a number of notational complexities in differential 
algebra the herein theory allows the difticulties it disguishes to be addressed 
as they become relevant and simultaneously eases the problem of dealing 
with them. That is done here starting with Section 2 of Part II where sets of 
generators are considered. 
Example (1.2) and the theory of differential kernels and prolongations that 
is briefly discussed in Part I have been included to help the reader who 
would make the connection between this theory and the more classical view 
in the theory of overdetermined systems of partial differential equations (for 
which a good reference is 121). For the same reason an application 
(Corollary (1.2)) of the main theorem of Part III ((1.1) of Part III) to that 
theory of prolongations is given. 
The reader should pay close attention to the section called “Notational 
Conventions” as the notation of this paper is a bit unusual. 
OUTLINE 
This paper seems to divide naturally into three parts. The following 
summaries will become understandable as the reader comes to know the 
definitions and should be a helpful guide to obtaining an overview. 
Part I. Prerings: As a motivation for the idea of a differential prering the 
notion of differential kernel is discussed in Section 1. The idea of 
prolongation of a differential kernel is given and effectively generalizes the 
classical notion of prolongation of a system of differential equations. The 
concept of a prering is introduced in Section 2 as a means of avoiding the 
awkward notational complexities that result from the (standard) procedure of 
repeatedly prolonging a given differential kernel. In Section 3 it is shown 
how prerings may be classified in terms of rings. In Section 4 we generalize 
to prerings the notions of ideal, prime ideal, multiplicative set and ring of 
quotients associated to a multiplicative set. In Section 5 we study systems of 
generators of a prering over a given ring and Theorem (5.1) shows just what 
it means for something to be a set of generators. 
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Part 11. Prerings with a finite commuting set of derivations are considered. 
Thereby we obtain a generalization of differential algebra and complete the 
framework for our theory in the manner that is suggested by Examples (l.l), 
(1.2) and (1.3) of Part I. In Section 2 we take up in this new “differential” 
context the question of systems of generators and define the type of 
differential prering, called “tame,” to which the theory that follows applies 
(cf. Definition (2.2)). The notion of tame differential prering is sufficiently 
general to include the examples in [l] where the notion of “ranking” was 
used. Here the set of nil elements is used in place of the ranking and has the 
advantage that we are not obliged to consider polynomial rings in variables 
whose sets of indices are fairly complicated. Example (2.3) is the key to 
comparing the methods used here with those of ] 11. The central result of 
Part II is Theorem (2.9) which shows how a tame differential prering may be 
studied in terms of those called “special” that have the property that for each 
n in NA , An is A,- [ JJ,,] where y, is algebraically independent over An _ and 
y,, = 6y,, whenever 6 EA. This result is basically the central one of this 
theory. 
Part III. This part consists entirely of applications of the theory developed 
in Parts I and II. The main result is Theorem (1.1) which is the prering 
generalization of a previously published result (Theorem 5 of [3]) from 
which the Ritt basis theorem follows almost trivially (cf. Section 2). Like the 
result of [3] it is valid in any characteristic . For c = 0 and for c > 0 the 
central element of the proof is Lemma (1.1.1) and the case c = 0 follows 
from (1.1.1) almost immediately. Applying (1.1.1) to the case c > 0, 
however, requires meticulous preparation (Lemmas (1.1.2)-( 1.1.5)). 
The greater generality gained by using differential prerings is required by 
Example (1.2) of I and is also suggested by Example (1.1) of I and the 
corollary on p. 316 of [4]. Corollary (1.2) of Theorem (1.1) spells out in 
terms relevant to Example (1.2) of I the essence of what Theorem (1.1) 
implies for that example. 
NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
If a map of sets f: U -+ V is given (or evident from the context) we shall 
sometimes avoid cumbersome notation by writing U] V for f(u) whenever 
u E U or u c U. We fix for this entire paper symbols di,..., 6, and let 
A = (6, ,..., 6,). If M is any set of maps we shall write A “c” to mean that a 
map f: A -+ M is given and 6 “ E ” M to mean that an element of M 
corresponding to 6 is given. If 6 E A so that f(8): S + T we shall denote 
[f(d)](s) by 6(s), s E S. We sometimes express this by saying that A “acts” 
on S or “acts as elements of M.” 
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If a set H is endowed with a multiplication and U, VC H, UV will 
represent (uv: u E U. 21 E V) (even if H has an operation + on it). 
For the reader’s convenience a list of the terminology and symbols that 
are used follows. The numbers refer to the numbered result (display, remark 
or whatever) near the definition or terminology in question. The relative 
positions of the definition and number occur here in the same order that they 
occur in the text. 
Part I: Der, differential kernel (1.1) prolongs, prolongation (1.4) canonical 
(1.5) < (3.2~(3.6) order, A,, P: Q, ideal, prime (4.1) TA , quasi-prime (4.2) 
multiplicative set (4.4) S-’ (4.6) srn (4.9) generates, edifice, supports, A,-, 
A- (5.1). 
Part II: Derivation (1.1) differential ring (1.3) 0, 101 <, differential ideal, 
prime differential ideal, quasi-finitely-generated, differential prering (1.4) 
differential prering over k (1.5) U,-, generates (2.1) (2.2) tame, 0” (2.5) 
primordial (2.6), (2.8) grow simply, skeleton, special, degree, leading coef- 
ficient, sequentially ordered (2.9). 
Part III: Pseudo-order (1.1.2) k-separable (2.1) noetherian (2.3). 
PART I: DIFFERENTIAL PRERINGS 
1. Dlperential Kernels 
In this section we consider a notion that leads to the idea of a differential 
prering. Let f: A + B be a ring morphism. Then ab =f(a)b, a E A, b E B 
makes B into an A-module. If D is an additive map of A into B such that 
whenever a, , a,EA, D(a,a,)=a,Da,+a,Da,, we say that D is a 
derivation of A into B. Der(A, B) denotes the set of all such D. If 
(D: A -+ Der(A, B), the pair (f, q) is called an m-dz@zrentiaZ kernel (or 
differential kernel). Put another way, a differential kernel is a ring morphism 
A + B where A “c” Der(A, B). We have 6,(a,a,) = (dial) a, + a,(cSia2) 
whenever a, , a2 E A, 1 < i < m. We usually refer to a differential kernel by 
referring only to the morphism A -+ B or to the pair (A, B). 
Let (A, B) and (A’, B’) be differential kernels. A morphism of (A, B) into 
(A’, B’) is a pair (f, g) of ring morphisms where f: A -+ A’, g: B -+ B’ such 
that whenever a E A and 6 E A, &f(a)) = g(6(a)). Evidently differential 
kernels form a category. We now consider some examples of differential 
kernels. 
EXAMPLE (1.1). Let A c K be rings and suppose A “c” Der(K, K). Let 
B c K be the A-subalgebra A [6,(A) U ... U 6,(A)] of K that is generated by 
the 6,a, 1 < i Q m, a E A, and A + B the natural inclusion. Evidently 
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A “c” Der(A, B), so (A, B) is a differential kernel. Using induction on n E N 
we can define A,cK by A,=A, A,=A,-,[G,(A,-,)U.-s U6,(A,-,)], 
n > 0. We then have an infinite sequence of inclusions A,, + A, -+ -. - where 
each arrow represents a differential kernel. 
EXAMPLE (1.2). Let 0 ( m, r E N and consider symbols x1 ,..., x, and 
Y~~,~, wherep E N”, IpJ =pl + +.. +p,,, < ~,j= I,..., n. It is to be understood 
that the xi and the Y~,,~, represent the canonical coordinate functions on a 
euclidean space RN where N = m + n( r-Fm). We shall abbreviate JJ(~,~, by 
yj. One is to consider yj as an unknown function of the independent variables 
Xl >-a-9 x m and ycp,j) is to be considered as a’P’yj/~{l a.* 8x:. Let A _, = 
Cm(RN) be the ?-functions on RN. If FE A-, , one may think of F as 
representing the differential equation of order < r, F(x, ,..., x, ; y, ,..., y,) = 0. 
Let A,, be the polynomial ring A _, [ ycPqj,:p E Nm, 1 p 1 = r, 1 <j < n] over 
A -, where the indicated JJ(~,~, represent algebraically independent variables 
over A _, . Consider A “c” Der(A _ I) A,,) by using the formulas 
6,F=$+ S $ 
Y(P+ li,j) 
I IPI<r j=l 
(1.2.1), 
for l,<i<m,FEA-,where liEN”isdefinedby~li~=l,(li)j=Ounless 
i = j. We note that since we are thinking of the yj as functions of x, ,..., x,, 
( 1.2.1)i is suggested by the chain rule. Evidently (A-, , A,) is a differential 
kernel. These are, of course, variants of this example that can be obtained by 
replacing RN by an open subset of it or by considering C’-functions, 
0 < r < 00 or by considering analytic functions or by using CN and complex 
analytic functions. 
EXAMPLE (1.3). Let (A, B) be any differential kernel, a an ideal of A 
and b an ideal of B such that aB U 6,(a) U . . . U 6,(a) c b. Let A’ = A/a, 
B’=B/b, and letJA+A’, g: B + B’ be the canonical maps. Then (A’, B’) 
has a unique structure of differential kernel such (f, g) is a morphism of 
differential kernels. 
By combining (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain the differential kernels that 
underlie the classical theory of overdetermined systems of partial differential 
equations. Example (1.1) is frequently encountered in differential algebra. 
Consider two differential kernels A 5 B 5 C. We shall say that g prolongs 
f (g is a prolongation off, f is prolonged by g) if whenever a E A and 1 < i, 
j < m, 6i(f(a)) = g(6,a), Si(Sju) = dj(dia). For instance in Example (1.1) 
each arrow of the sequence A,, -+ A, -+ . . . is prolonged by the next if 
whenever k E K and 1 < i, j < m, 6,(6,k) = 6,(6,k). If we fix f, the 
prolongations of f form a category Pro1 f in which a morphism from 
481/78/l-7 
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g: B -+ C into g’: B + C’ is any ring homomorphism h: C -+ C’ such that 
(id,, h) is a morphism of differential kernels g + g’. We note that if g: B + C 
is any prolongation off and h: C -+ C’ is any ring morphism, hg: B --f C’ has 
a unique structure of differential kernel such that h is a morphism in Prolf. 
We shall call this prolongation the prolongation defined by h. One should 
note that to say the prolongation B + C’ is defined by h is the same as 
saying that h is a morphism in Pro1 f: The following proposition classifies 
the objects of Prolf: 
PROPOSITION (1.4). Let f: A + B be a dlfirential kernel. There exists a 
d@erential kernel g: B -+ C prolonging f such that if g’: B + C’ is any 
prolongation off, g’ is defined by h for a unique h: C + C’. 
Obviously this proposition shows that Pro1 f is isomorphic to the category 
of C-algebras. To prove (1.4) we note that it means that Pro1 f has an initial 
object. 
Let (xj:j E J) be a family of generators of B (considered as an A-algebra). 
Let R = A [Xj:j E J] where (Xj)jaJ is algebraically independent over A. Let 
u: R + B be the A-algebra morphism with u(X,) = xj, j E J. Let S be the 
polynomial ring B[Xji:j E J, i = l,..., m] over B in the indicated variables 
Xji. The “rectangle” in the following diagram (1.4.1) (in which both vertical 
arrows are the canonical inclusions and where t is chosen so as to make the 
“triangle” RSB commute) is already defined. 
A[X,:jEJ] =R AS=B[X,,:jEJ,i= l,...,m] 
I\1 k 
AfB-C R (1.4.1) 
There is a unique way to make R : S into a differential kernel so that the 
vertical arrows define a morphism of differential kernels f--t t and such that 
SiXj = Xji, 1 < i < m, j E J, because these requirements specify uniquely how 
6 , ,..., 6, must act as elements of Der(R, S). Let a = ker u and let b be the 
ideal of S generated by 6,(a) U ... U 6,(a) and all the sets 6,(u -‘(djw)) - 
J,(u-‘(~~w)), l<i,j<m, wEA. Let C=S/b and let v:S-+C be the 
canonical map. Define g: B + C so that (1.4.1) will be commutative. Now 
aB=O and 6,(a)U--. U 6,(a) c b, so by (1.3) there exists a unique 
structure of differential kernel on (B, C) such that (u, u) is a morphism of 
differential kernels (R, S) -+ (B, C). 
Let g’: B -+ C’ be any prolongation off: It will first be shown that there 
exists a unique ring morphism u’: S --+ C’ such that (u, u’) is a morphism of 
differential kernels t -+ g’. Evidently v’ ] B is determined by (0’ (B)u = 
v’t = g’u, so necessarily v’ 1 B = g’. Also we must have v’(Xji) = v’(6,Xj) = 
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G,u(Xj) = 6,~~. There is only one ring morphism 0’: S + C’ that does all 
this, and the present claim will be settled once we show that (u, v’) with u’ 
so defined is a morphism t +g’. That is a matter of showing that for each 
i= 1 ,a.., m the elements 6,~ and ~‘6~ of Der(R, C’) coincide. If c E A, 
(GiU)(ClR)= 6,(f(C))=g’(6,C)= U’(6iClS)= V’(6i(CIR))= (v’Gi)(ClR) SO 
they agree on A ]R. Ifj E J, we have already seen that (6,u)(Xj) = (u’Si)(Xj), 
SO 6iU = V’~,. 
Next we show that u’(b)=O. If wEa and l<i<m, u’(aiw)= 
~,(UW) = S,(O) = 0. If w E A, V’(SiU-‘(6jW)) = 6i~(~-‘(6j~))) = 6,(6j~) = 
~‘(6~~-‘(6, w)). Because of the way b was defined these two observations 
show that v’(b) = 0. Therefore there exists a unique ring morphism h: C -+ C’ 
such that hu = u’. If r E R, (hg)(u(r)) = h(u(tr)) = (hu)(t(r)) = g’(u(r)) and u 
is surjective, so hg = g’. Also h(bi(u(r))) = h(v6,r) = ~‘(6,‘) = a,(~+)), so 
hai = di (in Der(B, C’)). Thus, h is a morphism of prolongations g+ g’. 
Furthermore it is clear that 6,(B) u . . . U 6,(B) generates C as a B-algebra, 
so such an h must be unique. Therefore g is an initial object of Pro1 f and 
(1.4) follows. 
The prolongation g of f given in (1.4) (and unique up to canonical 
isomorphism) is called the canonical prolongation of J: Alternatively we say 
the g prolongs f canonically or that the two arrow sequence of differential 
kernels A -+ B + C is canonical. 
Given any differential kernel A, + A, we have an infinite sequence 
A,+A,+A,-, ..a of differential kernels such that each arrow of the 
sequence is prolonged canonically by the one that follows it. If we consult 
the proof of (1.4) we see that A,, -+ A,, , for n > 0 is obtained from 
A n-l +A, roughly as follows: A,, =A,-, [generators], A,,, =A,(al,..., 6, 
of the generators]/necessary relations. This shows that the notion of 
prolongation we are using generalizes the notion that was used classically. 
A prolongation sequence A, --) A, + .a- will be called canonical if each 
arrow in the sequence is canonically prolonged by the one that follows it. If 
U:Ao-$AI+A2-+ 0.. is a prolongation sequence and I, is an ideal of A,, 
define an ideal I, of A, for s > r using induction on s - r by 1, = (I,-, 1 A, U 
S,I,-, u s-0 u 6,z,-,),s. From (1.3) it follows that we obtain a 
prolongationsequence U/ir:A,,+.-. ~Ar-,jAA/IT-*AI+l/ZT+,~... .The 
proof of the following is left to the reader. 
LEMMA (1.5). Let U:AO+Al-+ . . . be a canonical sequence and I an 
ideal of A, or of A,. Then U/I is canonical. 
If A -+ B is a differential kernel, S a multiplicatively closed subset of A, T 
a multiplicatively closed subset of B and if S] B c T, S-IA + T-‘B is a 
differential kernel where we use the usual differentiation formulas 6&z/s) = 
(Ssia - UsiS)/S’, a E A, s E S, 1 Q i < m. If U is a multiplicatively closed 
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subset of A,., where U:A,+A, --f ... is a prolongation sequence, we shall 
define S-IA, = (S/A,)-’ A, for r < t, and denote the prolongation sequence 
AO+ ... -+A,pI-rS -1 A,+S-‘A,,, -+ ..a by S - ’ U. The proof of the 
following is routine. 
LEMMA (1.6). Let U:AO+A,+... be a canonical sequence and S a 
multiplicatively closed subset of A, or of A,. Then S -’ U is canonical. 
2. Prerings 
In the preceding section I have sketched the beginning of a theory of 
prolongations, and that theory evidently can be developed further. However 
that idea will be dropped at this point because we can develop instead a 
theory that is both more general and notationally simpler than such a theory 
of prolongations would be. We come to this new theory as follows. Consider 
a “prolongation sequence” A, -+ A, -+ . . . where each arrow represents an m- 
differential kernel that is prolonged by the arrow that follows. Consider the 
disjoint union A = UnsN A,, and if a, bEA, say aEA,, bEA, define 
a * b = (aIAn) * (blA,) w h ere * indicates plus or times, n = sup( p, q) and 
the operation indicated by * on the right hand side is defined by the ring 
structure of A,. This defines an addition and multiplication on A that can be 
used to avoid the subscripts n. The following axioms are satisfied: 
1. (a, 6) t, a + b and (a, b) b ab for a, b E A are commutative and 
associative binary operations. 
2. a(b + c) = ab + ac if a, b, c E A. 
3. There exist elements 0, 1, -1 of A such that a+O=a=la 
whenever a E A, 1 + (-1) = 0. 
4. IfnEAandn+n=n,thenn’=n. 
The verifications of 1 and 2 are made very simple if one observes that when 
M(a, b, c) is the left or right-hand side of any of the equations involved (such 
as the one in 2) or for instance (a + b) + c) it is equal to M(uI A,, b IA,, 
CIA,) where n = sup(p, q, I), a E A,, b E A,, c E A,.. For 3 we can take 0, 1, 
-1 as 0, 1, -1 of A,,. For 4 we note that n + n=n means n is the zero 
element of one of the Aj. 
DEFINITION (2.1). A set A with binary operations (a, b) + a + b, ub, 
a, b E A, that satisfy l-4 above will be called a prering. 
Commutative rings are always prerings but the converse fails because 
a E A does not imply a +x = 0 has a solution x when A is an arbitrary 
prering. We shall adopt the usual conventions --a = (-l)u, a - b = 
a + (-1)b for u, b EA. It is very easy to show that 0, 1, -1 are unique. The 
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example we considered in this section that led to the definition of prering 
also involves the action of A as “derivations,” and later on we shall consider 
that aspect of the example. A morphism f: A + B or prerings is any map of A 
into B that satisfies f(0) = 0, f(1) = 1 and f(a + b) =f(a) +f(b), f(ab) = 
If(a)1 I.NJ>I h w enever a, b EA. Evidently prerings form a category. 
3. ClassiJication of Prerings 
It is easy to classify prerings in terms of rings. As that classification will 
be very useful to us that will be done in this section. 
LetAbeapreringandletN(orN,)be{nEA:n+n=n}.IfnEN,n= 
ln=(l+O)n=(l+l-l)n=n+n-n=n-n=(l-l)n=On so N= 
ON=OA=AN and O*=O. If N= {0}, a-a=Oa=O whenever aEA, so 
then A is an abelian group under + and thus is a ring. Put another way, 
#N > 1 means A is not a ring. We proceed to study the structure of N as 
that seems to measure the extent to which A deviates from being a ring. In 
what follows A will always denote a prering and N will be NA until further 
notice. 
LEMMA (3.1). Let n, n’ EN. Then n + n’ = nn’. 
Indeed nn’=(n+0)(0+n’)=n0+0*+nn’+0n’=n2+2nn’+n’*= 
(n + n’)2 = n + n’. 
If a, b E A we shall write a <b if b E a + N. 
LEMMA (3.2). Let a, b, c E A. Then: 
(1) a<b implies a+c<b+c, ac<bc. 
(2) a < b and b < a implies a = b. 
(3) a<bandOa=Obimpliesa=b. 
It is easy to show (1). If a<b and b<a, write b=a+n, a=b+n’ 
where n, n’ E N. Then b = b + n and a = b + n’ = b + n + n’ = a + n = b so 
(2) follows. To complete the proof it will suffice to show that the hypotheses 
of (3) imply b<a. Write b =a +n, n E N. Then Oa=Ob=Oa + n so 
n<Oa. Therefore b=a+n<a+Oa=a by (1). 
COROLLARY (3.3). A is a partially ordered set. If n, n’ EN, n + n’ = 
sup,(n, n’) = sup&n, n’) where on N we use the order induced by the order 
on A. 
If a,b,cEA and a<b<c, write c=b+n and b=a+n’, n, &EN. 
Then c = a + (n + n’) so a < c and A is ordered by Q. If a E A and n, n’ < a 
wheren,n’EN,thenaENandn+n’~a+a=u.Alson,n’~n+n’,so 
n + n’ = sup&, n’) = sup,(n, n’). 
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If CI E A and n E N, we have a useful identity (1 + n)a = a + n since the 
latter is a + Oa + n = a + (0a)n = a + an. We note that if n, n’ E N and 
n < n’, (1 + n)( 1 + n’) = 1 f n + n’ + nn’ = 1 + n’. In particular (1 + n)’ = 
1 +n. Define A.={aEA:Oa=n) for nEN. Then A=lJnENAn and 
evidently this union is disjoint. Also A, + A,, c A, and A,A, c A,,, so the 
addition and multiplication on A induce by restriction an addition and a 
multiplication on A,, . Now A,nN=(n} and if aEA,, a+n=a+Oa= 
a = a(1 + n). It follows that A, is a ring whose zero and unit elements are 
respectively n and 1 + n. Also if n’ 2 n, (1 + n’) A, c A,, since Oa = n 
impliesO(I+n’)a=n’n=n’.Nowifa,bEA~, 
(1 t n’)(u * b) = [(l + n’)u] * [(I + n’)b], (3.4)* 
where * denotes plus or times. This immediately implies the following. 
PROPOSITION (3.5). The furnib (A,JnPN is a directed family of rings over 
N. 
We note that N as an ordered set has the following property: 
(3.5.1) If I-Z c N is finite, sup{n: n E H) exists. 
We note that property (3.5.1) implies that N has sup0 as its first element. 
We shall now drop our previous definitions for A and N. We shall instead 
assume only that N is some ordered set with the property that every finite 
subset of N has a supremum in N. Given such an N let B be any family 
{A,,: n E N} of rings A, that is directed by it. Let A = UneNAn = {(n, a): 
n E N, a E A,,} be the disjoint union of the A,. Define addition and 
multiplication in A by a * b = (alA,) * (b[A,), where * denotes + or times, 
a E A,, b E A, and n = sup(p, q). Then A is a prering that we shall call GB. 
We have an order-preserving isomorphism N -+ NA defined by letting n E N 
correspond with (n, OAn). 
Given any ordered set N such that every finite subset of N has a 
supremum in N we shall let N-prerings be the category of all pairs (A, i) 
where A is a prering and i is an order-preserving isomorphism of N with NA . 
A morphism (A, i) + (A’, i’) in N-prerings is any prering morphism J A -+ A’ 
such that J = i’. We shall consider N as a category in the usual way where 
horn@, n’) has a single element if n < n’ and is empty if n 4 n’. We shall let 
Rings, be the category of all functors N-t Rings and if B, B’ E Rings,,,, 
horn@, B’) is to consist of all natural transformations B --+ B’. We shall 
usually denote B(n) by B, for n EN if B E Rings,. It is evident that 
B t-+ GB extends to a functor G: Rings,-+ N-prerings. Conversely if (A, i) is 
an N-prering and for n EN we let A, = Ai, it is evident, from what has 
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already been shown, that we obtain a canonical functor F: N-prerings-, 
Rings,. 
THEOREM (3.6). Let N be an ordered set such that every finite subset of 
N has a supremum in N. Then (F, G) is an equivalence of the category N- 
prerings with the category Rings,. 
We have a natural equivalence of functors uN: lN-prer,ngs + GF which for 
(A, i) E N-Prerings is the isomorphism (A, i) 4 GF(A, i) = (A ‘, i’) where 
A’={(n,a): nEN, aEA,}, i’(n)=(n,OAJ that is defined by 
a I-+ (i-‘Oa, a). We also have a natural equivalence v,: FG + lRingsN which 
for B E Rings,,, is at each n E N the ring morphism (FGB), = {(n, b): 
b E B,} + B, that sends (n, b) to b. This completes the proof of (3.6). 
From (3.6) we see that for a given ordered set N, N-prerings does not 
really provide us with something “new,” but rather gives a notationally 
simpler way to consider a special case of the old idea of a directed family of 
rings. It will be seen in what follows that it is not necessarily advantageous 
to fix N. It, in fact, turns out that even if one is primarily interested in N- 
prerings for a given N, that category can be more easily studied by allowing 
N to vary. Our notation then serves us well as it takes care of the changes in 
N automatically while keeping the elements of N out of the notation until we 
have good reason to refer to them. 
If A is a prering and n E NA , we let U,, = U (7 A,, whenever U is a subset 
of A. If a E A, we shall say that the element Oa of NA is the order of a. What 
follows will bear out the fact that this definition appropriately generalizes the 
notion of “order” used traditionally in studying systems of differential 
equations (and that this definition is in no way motivated by the fact, 
amusing to be sure, that zero looks like the letter o in order). There seems to 
be no merit to the concept inf{n’ < n: a E A,,]A,} for a E A, (even when 
that concept makes sense). 
4. Direct Limits, Multiplicative Subsets and Ideals 
In this section A will be a prering and N will be NA. Let A, = unsNAn. 
The ring A, that arises from A is the reason for our terminology “prering” 
and is really our main concern. We study prerings because A, itself is often 
quite hard to determine concretely as it is usually not clear what the kernel 
ofA,+A., is for n, n’ E N, n < n’. 
Let T (or T,) be the canonical map T: A + A,. Evidently T is a 
morphism of prerings. If a, b E A, write a - b if there exists c E A such that 
a < c > b. Clearly a - b means Ta = Tb, so - is an equivalence relation and 
A, is the set of equivalence classes for -. 
IfP,QcA letP:Q=(aEA:(aQ)nP#QJ}. Then ifPcA, T-‘(TP)= 
[P(l +N)]: (1 + N) because if a E A, Ta E TP means [(l + N)a]n 
[(l + N)P] # 0 and the latter means a E [P(l + N)]: (1 + N). 
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An ideal of A is any subset Z such that 0 E I, Z + Z c Z and AZ c I. An 
idealpofAisp.rimeif(l+N)np=0andab~pwhenevera,bEA-p.If 
Z is an ideal of A, TZ is an ideal of A, and T-‘(TZ) = I: (1 + N) is an ideal 
of A containing I. If p is a prime ideal of A, p =p: (1 + N) and so 
p = T-‘(Tp). The following is therefore clear. 
PROPOSITION (4.1). The map Q k-+ T-‘Q for Q c A, induces by 
restriction a bijection between: 
(1) ideals of A, and ideals Z of A such that I = I: (1 + N); 
(2) prime ideals of A, and prime ideals of A. 
If U is any subset of A or element of A, we will often write U, for TA(U). 
In general given an ideal Z of A it is difficult to determine whether Z is 
prime. We shall say that Z is quasi-prime if whenever n EN, I, is a prime 
ideal of A,. The following is immediate. 
PROPOSITION (4.2). Let Z be a quasi-prime ideal of A. Then I: (1 + N) is 
prime. 
Let Z be an ideal of A. Then evidently (An/Z,,: n E NJ is a family of rings 
directed by N. Let A/Z = UnEN A,/Z,, and define A + A/Z by a I-+ (Oa, a + I). 
The following follows immediately from (3.6) and the discussion that 
precedes it. 
PROPOSITION (4.3). Zf Z is an ideal of A, A/Z has a unique structure of 
prering such that A + A/Z is a morphism of prerings. 
A subset S of A is multiplicative if 1 + NS c S and ab E S whenever 
a, b E S. 
LEMMA (4.4). Let S be a multiplicative subset of A. Zf S, # 0, 
l+nES,,nEN.Alsoifn,n’EN,n<n’and l+nES,then l+n’ES. 
IfsES,, l+n=l+OsEl+NSso l+nES,.Letn,n’EN,n<n’, 
1 +nES. Then 1 +n’= 1 +n’+n’n= 1 +n’(l +n)E 1 +NScS so 
1 +n’ES. 
We note that 0 is a multiplicative set. If R is any prering we define 
a-‘R = R. 
We note that an ideal p of A is prime if and only if A -p is a 
multiplicative set that contains 1. To say that S is a multiplicative set of a 
ring R is to say that S = 0 or that 1 E S 3 S’. 
PROPOSITION (4.5). Let A be a prering, S a subset of A. Then S is 
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multiplicative tf and only if for n, II’ E NA and n < n’ the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) S, is a multiplicative subset of the ring A,,; 
(2) (1 +n’)S,cS,,. 
Suppose first that S is a multiplicative subset of A. Then Si c S, and if 
S, # 0, say s E S,, 1 + n = 1 + OS E S, so S, is a multiplicative subset of 
the ring A,. Also n<n’* 1 +n’= 1 +n’sES so (1 +n’)S,cS,,. 
Conversely suppose that conditions (1) and (2) of (4.5) hold whenever n, 
n’ EN. Suppose s E S,, s’ E S,, where n, n’ E N and n + n’ = n”. Then 
ss’= [(l +n”)s][(l +n”)s’] ES2,,,CS,,,cS, so S2cS. If n is any 
element of N and s E S, 1 + ns = 1 + ns + OS + nOs2 = (1 + ns)( 1 + OS) E 
(1 + ns) S,, c S,, c S by (2) so 1 + NS c S. Therefore S is multiplicative, 
and (4.5) follows. 
If S c A is multiplicative let ,!-‘A = unEN S;‘A,,. Define A + ,!-‘A by 
a t+ (n, alS;‘A,,) where n = Oa and A,, + S;‘A,, is the canonical map. 
Because of (3.6) and the discussion that accompanies (3.6), the following 
result is evident. 
PROPOSITION (4.6). If S is a multiplicative subset of the prering A, 
S-IA has a unique structure of prering such that the canonical map 
A -+ S-IA is a morphism of prerings. 
PROPOSITION (4.7). Let p be an ideal of the prering A. Then p is prime if 
and only tf the following two conditions hold whenever n, n’ E NA and 
n<n’: 
(1) pn is a prime ideal of the ring A,,; 
(2) pn =pn,: { 1 + n’}. 
Define S = A -p. Suppose that p is prime. Then for each n E N, 1 + n E 
S,,IS~ so p, is a prime ideal of A,,. If n, n’E NA, n <n’ and a EA,, 
a Ep, * (1 + n’)a Ep,, because p is an ideal of A. Also a E S, * 
(1 + n’)a E S,,. Thus a Ep, * (1 + n’)a Ep,,, so p,, =p,,,: { 1 + n’}. 
Therefore (1) and (2) of (4.7) hold if p is prime. Conversely suppose (1) and 
(2) hold whenever n, n’ E NA and n < n’. Then 1 &pO so 1 E A -p. Clearly 
(1) and (2) of (4.7) imply (1) and (2) of (4.5), so S is multiplicative andp is 
prime. 
PROPOSITION (4.8). Let T be a subset of the prering A and S the 
multiplicative subset of A that T generates. Then S consists of all elements of 
A that may be written (1 + n) t, ... t, where n E N,., is > some element of OT, 
u E N, t, ,..., t, E T. 
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If t E T and n > Ot, 1 + n = 1 + nt, so 1 + n E S. Thus S contains the set 
S’ that consists of all the elements (1 + n) t, . . . t, mentioned in (4.8). If 
n > Ot and n’ > Ot’ where t, t’ E T, then (1 + n)(l + n’) = 1 + nn’ and 
nn’ 2 Of, Of’. Therefore S’ is closed under multiplication. Also if n, n’ EN, 
t ,,..., t, E T, then 1 + n’(1 + n)ti .*a t, = 1 + n” where n” > n, so it follows 
that 1 + NS’ c S’. Thus S’ c S and is multiplicative. Evidently Tc S’ so 
S c S’ and (4.8) follows. 
Ifs E A where A is a prering, we denote by sm the multiplicative subset of 
A that is generated by s. We let so = 1,. 
COROLLARY (4.9). If A is a prering and s E A, so0 consists of all 
(l+n)P whereOs<nEN, anduEN. ’ 
This corollary and the following proposition are left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION (4.10). Let A be a prering, I an ideal of A, S the 
multiplicative subset of A generated by a non-empty set s, ,..., s, of elements 
of A. Then (I: S), =I,: sW where s = (s& ... (s,),. 
5. Systems of Generators of a Prering 
If k is a ring, a prering over k is any prering morphism k + A where A is a 
prering. Evidently if A is a given prering, giving A a structure of prering over 
k means to give a ring morphism k -+ A,. If A and B are prerings over a 
given ring k, a morphism A + B of prerings over k is any prering morphism 
f:A-+B such that f(uIA)=ulB if uEk. IfA is a prering over k and G a 
subset of A, we shall say that G generates A if A is the smallest subprering 
over k of G that contains G, that is, if A is the smallest subset of itself that 
contains { IA} U G and is closed under sums, products and the action of k. 
When N is any ordered set such that every linite subset of N has a 
supremum in N and when S is a subset of N we shall let the edifice of S 
consist of all those elements n of N such that n = sup F where F c S is finite. 
We shall say that a subset S of N supports N if N is edifice of S. If A is any 
prering over k and 0 < n E NA, we define A,- c A, to be the subring of A, 
generated by U (A,,IA,,: n’ E NA, n’ <n). We define A,- to be k[A,, 
A- = UncNAAA.- CA. 
THEOREM (5.1). Let A be a prering over k and G a subset of A, and 
consider the following conditions: 
(1) OGsupportsN,andnEN,*A,=A,-[G,]; 
(2) OG supports NA and n E NA *A,, = k[Un.+n,ENAGn,lAn]; 
(3) G generates A. 
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Then (3) 0 (2) ti (1). If NA is partially well ordered, then 
(3) 0 (2) * (1). 
Let N be the edifice in NA of OG and for n in NA let 
B” = w”>n’EN” G,,]A,] and let C, =A,-[G,]. Then B,c C, and 
I3 = UnsN B,,, C= U,,, C, are subprerings over k of A such that 
GcBcC.Thereforeif(3)holds,A=B=CandN=N,=N,=N,,soOG 
supports NA. Thus (3) 3 (2) and (1). Any subprering over k of A that 
contains G contains N and also g] A, = (1 + n)g if g E G,, with n’ < n, and 
so contains B. Thus B is the subprering over k of A that is generated by G. 
Thus (2) 3 A = B * (3), so (3) o (2) =z- (1). It remains to show that 
(1) S- (3) if N,., is partially well ordered. For that it is enough to show that 
A, = B, for all n in NA. If not, there exists a lowest n in NA such that 
A,, # B,. Then B, = k[Un>njENA G,,IA,][G,] = A”-[G,] =A,, which is a 
contradiction. 
PART II: DIFFERENTIAL PRERINGS 
1. Derivations of a Prering; Dtflerential Prerings 
Let A be any prering. A derivation of A is any map D of A into itself such 
that D(a + b) = (Da) + (Db) and D(ab) = (Da)b + a(Db) whenever Q, b EA. 
Note the calculation Dl = D(l*)= Dl + Dl = Dl + DO = (Dl)O + l(D0) = 
DO=Dl +0(-1)=0(-l). Hence Dl =DO=D(-l)EN,. Usually ifA is 
notaringwehaveDO#O.IfaEA,D(Oa)=ODa+aDO=O(1Da+aD1)= 
O(Da). If n E NA, Dn = D(n’) = 2nDn = n + Dn so Dn > n. It follows from 
this and from D(Ou) = O(Da) that A,, is an A.-algebra and that D restricts 
to an element of Der(A”, A,,). The following lemma characterizes the 
derivations of any prering A. 
LEMMA (1.1). Let D be any map of the prering A into itself: Assume: 
(1) nEN,*n<Dn; 
(2) whenever n E NA, D(A,) c A,, and D restricts to a derivation of 
A, into A,,; 
(3) n,n’EN,+D(n+n’)=Dn+Dn’ (andso n<n’*Dn<Dn’); 
(4) n, n’ E NA and n < n’ 2 (Da)]Ab,, = D(a]A,() tfa E A,,. 
Then D is a derivation of A. Conversely any derivation D of A must satisfy 
(1) to (4). 
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If D is any derivation of A, (1) and (2) have already been shown to hold 
and (3) is evident. Also (4) must hold since it only means Da + Dn’ = 
D(a + n’). Conversely assume that D is any map of A into A that satisfies (1) 
to (4). From (1) and (2) we see that D(Oa) = ODa whenever a E A and that 
DN c N. If a, b E A and a < 6, b = a + Ob. From (3), ODa < ODb. Set 
n=Oa, n’=Ob. Then b=a]A,, and (4) implies that Da < Db, so we have 
a<b*Da<Db in A. Let a,bEA and let n=Oa+Ob. Then D(a+b)= 
D((a + n) + (b + n)) = D(a + n) + D(b + n) > Da + Db. Also O(Da + Db) = 
D(Oa) + D(Ob) = D(Oa + Ob) = OD(a + b) so D(a + b) = Da + Db by 
Part I, (3.2). Also D(ab) = D((a + n)(b + n)) = [D(a + n)](b + n) + 
(a + n)[D(b + n)] 2 (Da)b + a(Db) and O[(Da)b + a(Db)] = [D(Oa)](Ob> +
(Oa)[D(Ob)] = D(Oa) + D(Ob) = D[(Oa)(Ob)] = O[D(ab)] so D(ab) = (Da)b t 
a(Db) by I, (3.2). This completes the proof of (1.1). The following refor- 
mulation of (1.1) is useful in practice. 
COROLLARY (1.2). Let A be a prering, N = NA and let D be a map of N 
into itself: Suppose that whenever n, n’ E NA, D(n t n’) = Dn + Dn’, 
n < D,, D “E” Der(A,, A,,) and if n < n’, the diagram 
A l+Dn’ Dtl -----‘AD,, 
D 
T T 
D 
An 
I+il’ - A,, 
commutes. Then the unique map D of A into A whose restriction to each A,, 
is the given element of Der(A,, A,,) is a derivation of A 
It is a matter of showing that the map so described satisfies (1) to (4) of 
(1. 1 ), and that is clear. 
Consider a sequence A,-+ A, + a.. where each arrow represents a 
differential kernel that is prolonged by the arrow that follows and let 
A = UneN A,,. It has already been explained that A is a prering. Evidently 
for l~i~m,6,actsonAsinceifaEA,,6,(a)EA,+,isdefinedduetothe 
fact that A,+A,+, is a differential kernel. If D is the action of ai so defined, 
D evidently satisfies the conditions of (1.2), and so ai acts as a derivation of 
A. Clearly if 1 < i, j < m, then Si(Sja) = dj(aia) whenever a E A. 
DEFINITION (1.3). A prering A is a differential prering ~j’ A acts as 
derivations of A and if the actions of any two elements of A on A commute 
with one another. 
A differential prering which is also a ring will be called a d#ferential ring. 
If A is a differential prering, A, is evidently a differential ring. A morphism 
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of differential prerings J A -+ B is any prering morphism such that 
f&l = 4f > a w h enever a E A and 6 E A. Evidently the canonical morphism 
A + A, of prerings is a morphism of differential prerings. 
We shall let 0 represent the free commmutative monoid on A. The 
elements of 0 may be written S;l . . . 82 with rl ,..., r,,, E N. If 6 E 0, we let 
/e\=r,+*.. +rm, e=s;‘..* 8:. We define an order on 0 by Sy . . . 132 < 
6”’ a.’ 62 if rj<sj for allj= l,..., m. If A is any dfferential prering we have a 
map OxA+A defined by (La)++, and when ]0l>O by (&?,a)+6(&) 
using induction on I@], it being understood that B a represents the image of 
(0, a) under the map that we are defining. We write 6:’ . . . Sl,m < 6;’ . . . S$ if 
(r , ,..., r,) precedes (s , ,..., s,) lexicographically. 
If A is a differential prering and Z an ideal of A, Z is called a dzfferential 
ideal of A if 6(Z) c Z whenever 6 E A. Obviously if Z is a differential ideal of 
A, T,(I) is a differential ideal of A,, and T;‘(Z) is a differential ideal if Z is 
a differential ideal of A, (cf. Section 4 of Part I). Therefore by Part I, (4.1) 
the differential ideals of A, are in l-l correspondence with those differential 
ideals Z of A such that Z = I: (1 + N). A differential ideal is called prime if it 
is prime when considered only as an ideal. Also by Part I, (4.1) the prime 
differential ideals of A, correspond l-l with those of A. If U c A, ]U] 
denotes the differential ideal of A that is generated by U. A differential ideal 
Z of A is called quasi-finitely generated if there exists a finite subset U of A 
and a finitely generated multiplicative subset of A such that I, = ]U],: S, 
whenever 12 E NA. The following lemma follows easily from Part I, (4.8). 
LEMMA (1.4). Let f: B + A be a surjection of dtrerential prerings and 
suppose that p is a prime dtflerential ideal of A. Then tf f - ‘p is quasi finitely 
generated, so is p. 
Let q = f - ‘p and suppose V is a finite subset of B and that T is a finitely 
generated multiplicative subset of B such that q, = [VI,: T,, for every n in 
N,. We note that f (NB) = NA and that therefore S =f (7’) is a multiplicative 
subset of A. Moreover if n E N, and f(n) < n’ E NA, there exists n” E N, 
such that n < n” and f(n”) = n’. Using this observation and Part I, (4.8) it is 
easy to see that S is finitely generated. If n E N, and U = f (v), 
PI,: S., = pm because V-4, =pfn c [U], : S,, . Therefore p is quasi-finitely 
generated and (1.4) follows. 
When A is a prering over k and also a differential prering we shall call A a 
differential prering over k. A morphism of differential prerings over k is any 
morphism of differential prerings that is also a morphism of prerings over k. 
Significantly we do not assume that any action of A on k is given a priori. 
We have noted that if n, n’ E NA where A is a differential prering and if 
n < n’, then 6n < &I’ whenever 6 EA. We have the following. 
LEMMA (1.5). Let A be a dtrerential prering over k and assume that 
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whenever n, n’ E NA and n < n’, 6n < &I’ for all 6 E A. Then A _ is a 
d@erential prering over k and the inclusion A- c A is a morphism of 
differential prerings over k. 
This lemma follows immediately from the observation that its hypothesis 
implies that &A-) c A _ for all 6 E A. 
We note that any definition made for differential prerings carries with it 
an analogous definition for prerings obtained by using 0 in place of A. 
If U is any subset of the differential prering A and n E NA , we shall denote 
UC-IA,- by U,-. 
2. Systems of Generators for a Dlflerential Prering 
It is evident that a study of Example (1.2) of Part I that does not use the 
notion of differential prering (or some other equally good idea) will 
necessarily need to make repeated reference to the indices l,..., m and 
(~7.8 E N” x { I,..., n}. That is certainly the case in the traditional theory of 
overdetermined systems of partial differential equations. It is the source there 
of a good deal of aggraviation, both for those who are expert in the theory 
and for those who would like to learn it. By using the notion of prering we 
have hidden all indices except (l,..., m}. However for certain arguments, in 
particular for certain ones we shall consider, it is necessary to use the indices 
(p,j) or a reasonable quivalent. That is done here using the Theorem (1.9) 
below, which gives a surjection B -+ A of differential prerings and N, 
replaces the set of indices (p,j). Arguments that require those indices are 
done more efficiently using surjection B + A. 
Let A be a differential prering over k and G a subset of A. We shall say 
that G generates A or that G is a set of generators of A if A is the smallest 
subset of A that contains 1, and G and is closed under sums, products, 
multiplication by elements of k and the action of A. 
THEOREM (2.1). Let A be a dl#erential prering bver k and assume that 
if 6 E A, 6(A,-) c A(&,,- and that if n, n’ E NA, n < It’ * 6n < an’. Let G be 
a given subset of A and consider the following properties of G: 
(1) OOGsupportsN,andnEN,*A,,=A,-[(OG),]; 
(2) G generates A as a dlrerential prering over k; 
(3) OG generates A as a prering over k; 
Then (3) * (2) + (1) and if NA is partially well ordered, (3) o (2) e (1). 
Evidently (3) S- (2). Let B, = A,,- [(OG),] for n in NA and let B = U,,,B, 
where N is the edifice of 0 0 G. Then if 6 E A and n E N, 6n E N and 
&A,,-) cA(s,,- 3 &(@W = (W,n so B is a subdifferential prering over k 
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of A and G c B. If (2) holds, B = A so (1) is then true. The fact that 
(1) S- (3) if NA is partially well ordered is clear from Part I, (5.1). 
We shall say that a differential prering over k is j%fely generated if it has 
a set of generators G as in (2.1) that is finite. 
DEFINITION (2.2). A differential prering A over k is fame if the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) A is finitely generated; 
(2) @A,-) c Acso,- whenever 6 E A; 
(3) Ifn,n’EN, and6Ed,n(6nandn(n’~6n(6n’; 
(4) N is totally ordered and #N > 1. 
It should be observed that #NA = co if A is tame and #A # 0. We shall 
consider in some detail the following example as a good understanding of it 
should clarify all that follows. 
EXAMPLE (2.3). Let R be a differential ring that contains a (possibly 
non-differential) subring k and assume that A has a finite subset P such that: 
(1) P U k generates R as a differetial ring; 
(2) 6(k) c k[P] whenever 6 E A. 
(The existence of such a P is implied by the hypothesis of (2.3) of Part III.) 
Let x , ,..., x, be the elements of P and let N = 0 x ( l,..., u}. Define an order 
on IV by (W) < (O’J’) if (ISI, B,j) P recedes (18’ I,@‘, j’) lexicographically, 
where the order g (cf. Section 1) is used on 0. This makes N a well-ordered 
set. If n = (0, j) E N, we shall let x, be the element Bxj of R. For n E N let 
R, = k(x,,: n > n’ E N]. If 6 E A and n = (0, j) E N we let 6n = (Se, j) and 
note that then x8, = 6x,.Alson,n’ENandn(n’~n(6n<6n’,6EA. 
When n, n’ E N and n < n’ we have a commutative diagram 
where the vertical arrows are inclusions. It follows from (1.2) that 
A = LLN R, is a differential prering. 
For j = l,..., u we let yj be the element ((1, j), xi) of A(, ,j) where 1 = 1,. 
For each n E N the canonical ring isomorphism R, -+ A, (that sends r E R, 
to (n, r) E A,) identifies x,, where n’ = (8, j) < n with (n, x,,) = (n, 8xj) = 
WW9 exj>IA, = (@,)IA, so A,,=k[(Byj)lA,: (tl,j)<n]. Also evidently 
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Nq = O(Qy, u ... U Oy,) so by (3) of (2.1) y ,,..., y, generate A as a 
differential prering over k. Now (1, 1) is the first element of N and if 6 E A, 
(1J) < 41, I)= (6, 1) so 6(kIA,)ck[y,IA60,...,ynIA60] cA(,,,~. It is 
therefore clear that A is a tame differential prering over k. We note that 
A,=l&~,,,A,zl&,,, R,rR. If we let y,,=By, where (B,j)= n E N we 
have Oy, = B(Oyj) = 6((l,j), 0,) = (n, 0,) so n is the only element it’ of N 
such that y,,, E A,. 
LEMMA (2.4). Let P c 0 and suppose #P = 03. Then there exists an 
infinite sequence 8, , 8, ,... of elements of 8 such that for all j > 1, Sj > tl-, . 
It means the same to say that if H c Nm and #H = co, H contains an 
infinite sequence n, , n2 ,... such that 0 # nj- nj-, E Nm for all j > 1. Call 
such a sequence “expanding.” If m = 1 and H is infinite, H evidently 
contains an infinite expanding sequence. Therefore let m > 1 and assume 
(2.4) holds for m - 1. Let p’ be the element (p, ,...,p,,-J of Nm-’ whenever 
PEN”‘. The case where ( p’:p E H} is finite easily reduces to the case 
m = 1 because then some value of p’ occurs infinitely often for p E H. 
Therefore we can assume that { p’:p E H} is infinite and let p’,p’,... be an 
infinite sequence of elements of H such that (pi)’ is expanding. If some 
value q of the numbers (pi), occurs infinitely often we can let (pi’“)j= ,.*.,.. 
be a subsequence such that the (pi), have that fixed value, and then (pi(j)) 
will be expanding. If no value of (pi), occurs infinitely often we can define 
P ‘(j) inductively on j by (piCi+‘)),,, > (p’(j)),,,. Then pi(j) is an infinite 
expanding sequence of H, so (2.4) follows. 
If S is any set we define an action of 0 on 0 x S by e’(e, s) = (8’8, s), 19, 
e’EO,sES.WeletO*=O-{l,}.IfWisanysetonwhichOactsandif 
H c W, define H- = H - O*H. 
LEMMA (2.5). Let S be a finite set, V c 0 x S. Then #V- < co and 
vc QV-. 
If s E S and we let V, = {S E 0: (0, s) E V}, a routine verification shows 
that V- = U,,,(V,)- X {s). To show that #V- < co it is clearly enough to 
show that #(I’,)- < CO for each s E S. Also (0, s) E V_ C, B E (V,)- so 
VC OV- will follow if we- show V, c O(V,)- for each s. Therefore (2.5) will 
follow if its conclusion is shown to hold for any given subset V of 0. The 
assertion #V_ < 03 in this ease is obvious since #V- = co would contradict 
(2.4)asv,v’EV_~vku’.IfV~OV_,letubethefirstelementofVfor 
the order < that is not in OK. Then u @G V- so v E O*V, say u = Bw, 
REV, 8E@*. Then W<U SO ~EQV-. Thus u=8wEf?OV_cOV-, 
contradicting the assumption that v @ OV- . 
If A is a differential prering and V c N,., , we shall call V- = V - O* V the 
set of primordial elements of V. 
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PROPOSITION (2.6). Let A be a tame differential prering over k. If 
V c NA , V- is finite and V c OV- . Also NA is well ordered. 
Let G = (x, ,..., x,,) be a set of generators of A over k with x1 = 1. Let 
p: 0 x G -+ NA be defined by p(B, j) = Ot3xj, tJ E 0, 1 <j < u. As NA = OOG 
by (1) of (l.l), p is surjective. We havep(&) = 0p(t) if 8 E 0, t E 0 x G. Let 
T=p-IV, 0 # VcN,. Then #T- < co and Tc OT- by (2.5). Any 
element of V is in O( pT_) so is > some element of p(T-). Therefore the first 
element of pT_ is the first element of V, so NA is well ordered. Also 
p(T-) 3 VP, so V- is finite. The proof that V c OV- coincides with the end 
of the proof of (2.5). 
COROLLARY (2.7). If A is a tame dtfirential prering over a ring k, 
NA = O(N,)-. 
DEFINITION (2.8). A tame differential prering A over k grows simply if A 
has a set of generators G such that the map p: 0 x G + NA defined by 
p(B, g) = O(Bg) is bijective. 
Let us note that if A is any differential prering over k that grows simply 
and we let H = OG where G is as in (2.8), then H generates A as a prering 
over k by (3) of (2.1). Also for each n in NA , H, consists of a single element 
x,. We have 6x, = xdn whenever 6 E d and n E NA . Also by (3) of (2.1) we 
have A, = k[x,, ] A,,: n’ E NA, n’ < n] = A,- [x”]. So to speak, A “grows by 
adding one element at a time.” We shall call any set H defined in this way a 
skeleton of A. If x, is algebraically independent over A,- for every n in NA 
we shall say that A is a special differential prering (over k). When A is 
special the elements of A are polynomials in the x, no matter what skeleton 
x,, n E NA we might pick, and the degree of any given element a of A (in the 
indeterminate x,,~ over A,,o-) and its leading coeflcient are well defined 
(once a skeleton has been chosen). We note that in (2.8) p maps {lo} x G 
bijectively onto (NA)-, so #G < co and is well determined. The differential 
prering of Example (2.3) grows simply. 
A totally ordered set is called sequentially ordered if every element of the 
set has only finitely many predecessors. Such an ordered set must be order 
isomorphic to N unless it is finite. 
THEOREM (2.9). Let A be a tame dtDrentia1 prering over k. Then there 
exists a surjection p: B -+ A of dtrerential prerings over k such that B is 
special and such that p-‘(n) is finite for every n E NA. In particular NB is 
sequentially ordered if NA is. 
To prove Theorem (2.9) let ( gr,..., g,} be a set of generators of A such 
that Ogl = 0. Define N= 0 x {l,..., u) and define p:N-+N, by 
481/78/1-S 
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p(8,j) = O&xi. If n, n’ EN, write n < n’ if pn <pn’ or if pn =pn’ and n 
precedes n’ for the order that was used previously on 0 x {l,..., u} (cf. 
(2.3)). Because of (2.6) this well orders N. If n = (0, j), let x, = eXj. Define 
R, for n E N to be the k-subalgebra k[x,+lpn: n’ E N, n’ < n] of A,,. If 
n,n’EN and n<n’, (l+pn’)R,cR,, and {R,:nEN}ERings,. 
Therefore B = UnEN R, is a prering over k. If (0, j) E N and 6 E A, we 
define &0, j) = (80, j) ( as in (2.3)) and note that 6pn =p&z, n EN. If n, 
n’ E N and n < n’, n < 6n < 6n’ and the subring R, of A,, is mapped by 6 
into the subring R,, of Apa,,, so 6 “E” Der(R n, R &,,). The diagram 
R 
1 +p&t 
tin - Rw 
commutes because it is “contained” in the diagram 
A 
1 +p&l’ 
SPn -A 8pn ’ 
d 
A 
1 +IJn 
Pn -A PII” 
It follows that B is a differential prering over k and that the inclusions 
B, z=+ A,, define a morphism of differential prerings p: B -+ A. 
Let yj be the element (( 1, j), x,) of B, i .,), and define y, = Oyj for 
n = (0, j) E N. The equality R, = k[x,,IAp,,: n’ E N, n Q n’], n E N, becomes 
B, = k[ y,,lB,: n’ EN, n’ <n], so y , ,..., yU generate B. Also p is surjective 
because pyj=xj, l<j<u. If n, n/EN, Oy,,=Oynt*n=n’. Also NB= 
(Oy,: nEN} so OX {l,...,u} -+ NB defined by (0, j) H Oeyi is bijective. To 
show that B grows simply we only need still to show that B is tame, and that 
leaves us only to verify (2) of Definition (2.2). Now (1, 1) is the first element 
ofN. WeneedtoshowthatifxEklB,,then6xEB,,,,_.SincepxEklA,, 
I = d( px) E A (a,) - . Write p(6x) = y/As0 where y E A, and n < 60. Since 
p is surjective, y =px’ for some x’ E B,,, where pn’ < 60, and so n’ < 60,. 
Also p(x’IB,,) = (px’)lA p8,, = y/As0 =p(dx) and p( Bso is injective. 
Therefore x’ I B,, = 6x and so 6x E Bo,, _ . 
Next we show that if n E NA , p- ‘n is finite. If, to the contrary, p - ‘n is 
infinite, we can conclude from (2.4) that there exist n, , n2 with pn, = n =pn, 
and n, E O*n,. We would then have pnz = n E O*pn, = O*n contradicting 
n GG O*n (cf. condition (3) of (2.2)). 
Obviously (2.9) will follow once we show the following. 
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LEMMA (2.10). Let A be a drfirential prering over k that grows simply, 
let N = NA and let {x,: n E N) be a skeleton of A. For each n in N let y, be 
an indeterminate over A,-. Then there exists a diagram A- w B -A of 
difSerentia1 N-prerings over k with B special which at each order n in N is 
the canonical diagram A, _ w A,, _ [ y,] --H A, where the second arrow maps 
Y, to XII. 
If n, n’ EN and n ( n’ we let A,,-[ y,] +A,,,-[ y,,] be the morphism of 
A.--algebras that sends y,, to x,]A,,-. Then {A,-[ y,]: n E NJ E Rings, 
and we let B be the prering that is canonically associated to it, writing 
B, = A,- [ y,]. If n E N and 6 E A, we define 6 “E” Der(B,, Ban) by a I+ 6a 
ifaEA,,- and byy,++y,,. If n, n’ E N and n < n’, it is clear that we have 
the necessary commutative diagram 
Bn - B,, 
so clearly B is a differential prering. Also evidently B,- = A,- and B grows 
simply, so B is special. 
PART III: A GENERALIZATION OF THE RITT BASIS THEOREM 
1. Quasi-Finite Generation of Prime Dtgerential Ideals 
If we are given (either expressly or implicitly) any ring morphism 
h: R -+ S and a prime ideal p of S we shall call p separable over R if qf (S/p) 
is a separable extension of qf(R/f -‘p). Also if f E R, we shall find it 
convenient o abbreviate S[ l/hf ] as S[ l/f 1. 
THEOREM (1.1). Let A be a tame dt@zrential prering over an integral 
domain k. Let c be the characteristic of qfk and let p be a prime dtzerential 
ideal of A such that k + A,/p, is an injection. Assume that one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(1) c=o; 
(2) c > 0, p, is separable over k and NA is sequentially ordered. 
Then p is quasi-finitely generated. Also there exists f E A -p such that 
(A,/p,)[ l/f ] is a finitely generated polynomial extension of (A,-/p,-)[ l/f ] 
whenever Of < n. 
By (2.9) of Part II we have a surjection j:B + A where B is special and 
such that N, is sequentially ordered if NA is. Furthermore j(N,) = N,., and 
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j-‘n is finite for each n in NA . The hypotheses that hold for (4,~) hold also 
for (B, q) where q =j-‘p. Also if q is quasi finitely generated so is p by (1.4) 
of Part II. If there is g E B - q such that (B,/q,)[ l/g] is a finitely generated 
polynomial extension of (B, _ /q, -) [ l/g] whenever Og < n E NB , let f = g 1 A. 
I will show that then (A,,/p,,)[l/f] is a finitely generated polynomial 
extension of (A,,-/P,J-)]l/!fl whenever Of< n’ E NA . Indeed let 
n1 < ... < nh be the elements of j-‘n’. Then A,,/p,, = B,,/q,,, Og < n, and 
A,,,-/p,,- = B,,-/q,,-. As (B,,/q,,)[ l/g] is a polynomial extension of 
m&?n,-wgl and as (4wlqnw)[ l/g1 is a polynomial extension of 
(Bnw-,lq,,J[ l/g] if 1 < w < h, it follows that (B,,/q,,)[ l/g] = 
(A,,/p,,)[ llf] is a polynomial extension of (B,l-/q,,-)[ l/g] = 
(A,,-/P,,-)]llfl. W e see therefore that if the conclusions of (1.1) hold for 
(B, q), they hold also for (A,p). Hence we shall assume from the beginning 
that A is special and use for A the notation given after Definition 2.8 of Part 
II. We set N = N,., .
We shall let B, = A,/p,, n E N, and observe that if n, n’ E N and n < n’, 
B, + B,, is injective. We shall let B = hnEN B, and for n E N identify B, 
with its canonical image in B. (It will not help us to consider the prering 
u,,,v B, ; the differential ring B will help us more in proving (1. l).) If 
nEN let B,- =UnfCn B,, and let yn=xnIB. Note that B,=B,-[y,]. 
Define also K, =qfB,, K,- =qfB,- = U,,,,K,,. We shall let 
V= {n E N: K, is a non-trivial algebraic extension of K,- }. The proof of 
(1.1) will result from the following. 
LEMMA (1.1.1). Assume that V is finite. Then p is quasi-finitely 
generated. If n, is suflciently large, there exists f in A,o -p such that 
whenevern,<nENandy,EK,-, B,[I/f]=B,-[l/f]. 
Before proving (1.1.1) let us note that it will imply Theorem (1.1) if we 
show that (1) or (2) or (1.1) imply that V is finite. That is, of course, clear 
as regards the quasi-finite generation of p. We note that the conclusion of 
(1.1) will remain valid if we replace f by f + n,, so we may assume that 
Of = n,. Also evidently we may assume that n, > every element of V. Then if 
n > Of and B,[l/f 1 #B,-[l/f 1, Y, is algebraically independent over 
B,,- [ l/f ] and B,[ l/f ] = B,- [ l/f ] [ y,], so B,[ l/f ] is a finitely generated 
polynomial extension of B,- [ l/f ] w h enever n > OJ This shows that (1.1) 
will follow from (1.1.1) if we show that both (1) and (2) of (1.1) imply that 
V is finite. 
To prove (1.1.1) we note that nE N- V means that y,E K,- or is 
transcendental over K, _ . When y, is transcendental over K, _ , p,, = p,, _ A,, . 
When y, is algebraic over K,- there exist elements of p,, -p,-A, and the 
least possible degree d of such elements is greater than zero. When d = 1, 
y, E K, _ . If F E p, -p, _ A, has degree d and if L is the leading coefficient 
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of F, then L @ p,, _ . Also because of the euclidean algorithm any element G 
of A, satisfies an equation L’G = QF + R where t E N and degree R < d. In 
particular if G Ep,, the coefftcients of R are all in pn- so G E (A,F + 
p,,-A,):L*, and sop,=(A,F+p,-A,):L”O. 
Let n,,..., n, be the elements of I/ and n,, i ,..., n, the primordial elements 
of (n:y,EK,-}. Forj= l,..., t we shall let pi = p,, pi- = pnj- , Aj = A, and 
pick Fj in pj -p,-A, with least degree dj. We note that dj > 1 if j < s and 
that dj = 1 if j > s. Let Lj be the leading coefficient of Fj. Let Z = [F, ,..., F,] 
and let S be the multiplicative set of A generated by 1, L, ,..., Lt. Then 
S np = 0 (cf. Part I, (4.8)) so I: S cp. It will be shown that n E N apn c 
Z,: S,. Indeed if not take the smallest n in N (cf. Part II, (2.6)) such that 
pnCtZ,:S,. Since P~==U~,<~~~,~A~,~~-CZ.:S~. If n is any one of 
the nj, j = I,..., t, pjc (A,Fj+pj-Aj):LFc(Z,:S,):LF cZ~: S,, a 
contradiction, so in fact n is not any of the nj. If y, E K,- , n = en, where 
scj<t and 8E@*. Then eFj= Ljx, + R where R E A,,- and so 
p,, = (A,BFj +pn-): Ly cZ,: S,, a contradiction. Hence y, 6? K,,- and 
n 6? V, so y,, is transcendental over K, _ . Therefore p,, =p,- A,, c I,: S,, a 
contradiction that shows p,, c I,: S, for every n in N. Thus p is quasi-finitely 
generated. 
To prove the rest of (1.1.1) we now let f=L, ~a. L,, let n=Of, and let 
g =flZ?. It will sufftce to show that whenever n > n, and y, E K,-, 
y, E B,._ [ l/g]. If not, let n be the least n > n, such that y, E K,- - 
B,- [ l/g]. What we noted above clearly implies that n = eni, s <j < t, 
em*, and BFj=Ljx,+R, REA,-. Then L,y,=-RIBEB,-, so 
yn E B,.-[ l/Lj] c B,-[ l/g]. This contradiction shows that n > n, and 
yn E K,- *y, E B,-[l/g], establishing (1.1.1). 
Case (1) of (1.1) will now be proved. If y, is algebraic over K,- , let F(x,) 
be the minimal polynomial of y, over K,-, S its derivative with respect o 
X n. Then S( y,) # 0 and if 6 E A, 0 = 6(F( y,)) = S( y,)y,, + R where 
R E Km,) - 9 so Y,, E Km - - It follows that if B E O*, yen E Kce,+. Since V 
has only finitely many primordial elements and since the foregoing shows 
that every element of V is primordial, V is finite, and so case (1) of (1.1) 
follows. 
To prove case (2) of (1.1) we shall introduce a family (u”),,~~ of indeter- 
minates over k and let R = k[u,: n EN], R, = k[u,,: n’ EN, n’ <n] and, 
R,- = k[u,,: n’ EN, n’ < n] whenever n E Iv. We note that R need not have 
any natural structure of differential ring. If FE R, we shall let F(y) denote 
the element of B obtained by replacing u,, with y, for each n in N. We shall 
say that F in R has pseudo-order n if (af/au,)(y)# 0 and af/au,,, = 0 
whenever n’ > n. If n E N and fE R exists with f(y) = 0 and such that n is 
the pseudo-order off we shall say that n is a pseudo-order. Let P be the set 
of pseudo-orders. Let y, = { y,: n E Q} whenever Q c N and set 
R, = k[u,: n E Q]. 
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LEMMA (1.1.2). y,-, is algebraically independent over k. 
If not choose a non-zero f in RN-, of least degree such that f(y) = 0. 
Note that some partial derivative Df off must be non-zero. Indeed otherwise 
we may write f = JJ aMMc where M runs over a set W of monomials in 
{u,: n E N-P) and the aM are non-zero elements of k. By separability, 
{M(y): M E W} is linearly dependent over k, so there exist b, in k for 
ME W not all zero such that ,JJ b,M( y) = 0. If we let g = 2 b,M, 
g(y) = 0 and deg g < (deg f )/c, contradicting the assumption that f is of 
least degree such that f(y) = 0. We conclude that for some n in N, 
af/i?u,, # 0. If we take the largest such n, (af/au,)( y) # 0, so 
n E P n (N - P) = 0, a contradiction that establishes (1.1.2). 
LEMMA (1.1.3). If P, = {n E P: y, 6E K,,-), #P, < ao. 
We know that P, has only finitely many primordial elements and that 
each element of P,, is a “derivative” (cf. Part II, (2.6)) of one of them. Hence 
(1.1.3) will follow if we can show that when n E P,, there exist only finitely 
many 19 E 0 such that 6% E P,. As n E P there exists f in R with f(y) = 0, 
af/&,=Oifn’>nand @f/au,)(y)#O.Let W={n’EN:n’>nandu,, 
occurs in f }. Then #W < co and if n’ E W, u,,, occurs in f only as (u,,)‘. If 
6 E A and we apply 6 to the relation 0 = f( y) we obtain 0 = a + 
Cd<” @f/%~)(Y)Ysn~ where a is what results from applying 6 to the coef- 
ficients of f(y). If r E k is any one of those coefficients, 6r E Acs,,,- so 
(6r)JB = h(y) where h E R,,,,- c Rc6,,)-. Thus (Sr)IB and hence also a are 
in k[ yCsn][( y,+,)‘] where y<&,, = { yn,: n’ < 6n). It follows that 
Y~,,EK~~,,-[(Y,)C]. By inductionon ]el for ~EO*,Y,,EK~~,,-((~,)~)~~ 
6( y:) = 0 whenever 6 E A and n E N. Only finitely many Bn are < some 
element of W since the order on N is sequential, so for all but finitely many 
e E 0, yw = qenj- ~0 Y,, E zh- for all but finitely many 8 E 0. That 
proves (1.1.3). 
For each n in P, choose f, in R with n as its pseudo-order and such that 
f,(y) = 0. Choose n, in N so that n, > every element of P, and so that 
@f/&,)(y) # 0 whenever n E P,, f, E RnO. 
LEMMA (1.1.4). n > n, =s K, is separably algebraic over k( y,,: n’ E 
N-P, n’<n). 
Let n, < . . . < nh be those elements of P that are &n. For j = l,..., h let 
fi =fn, if nj E P, and if n, 6? P,, let fJ in R be of the form au,,, - b where 
a, b E R,-, a(y)#O and a(y)y,- b(y)=O. Then all the f,E R, and 
det(@f@,,,)( y)) = niGi<,, (@!/a~,)( y)) # 0. That shows that each Y,,~ is 
separably algebraic over k( y, ,: n’ E N - P, n’ < n), so (1.1.4) follows. 
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LEMMA (1.15). n > n,+n @ V. 
If neP, y,EK,-, so n@ V. If n&P and nE V, y, is algebraic over 
K n-, i.e., over k( yn,: n’ < n). Let n, be the largest element of N that is (n. 
Then n, < n, < n, yn is algebraic over K,, and K,, is algebraic over 
k( y, ,: n’ E N - P, n’ < n,) by (1.1.4). Therefore y, is algebraic over 
k(y,,: n’ E N-P, n’ < n,), a contradiction to (1.1.2) since n EN-P. 
From (1.13) and the fact that the order on N is assumed to be sequential 
we see that V is finite (under assumption (2) of (l.l.)), so the proof of (1.1) 
is complete. 
COROLLARY (1.2). Let k + A,, --f A, -+ . . . be a canonical sequence such 
that A, is a finitely generated k-algebra. Let poo be a prime dlrerential ideal 
ofA, = l&A, and assume that pa is separable over k. Let B = A,/p, 
and let B, = A,IB, r E N. Then there exist r E N and 0 # g E B, such that 
the sequence B,-,+B,[l/g] +B,+,[l/g]+ ... is canonical. 
Let Z be the inverse image of pm in k and let U denote the given 
prolongation sequence k + A, + . . . . Then U/Z: k’ + Ah + Ai -+ . . . is 
canonical by (1.5) of PartI. Let A&,=lin~,A;, p&=pmlA&,. Then 
B’ = A&/p&, z B, B; = Ai ] B’ 1 B, for all r and, in fact, the prolongation 
sequences B, + B, + . . . and Bh + B; --) ... are “isomorphic.” As the inverse 
image of p:, in k’ is (0) it follows that we may assume to begin with that the 
inverse image of pm in k is 0. 
Let A = JJr>,, A,.. Then A is a tame differential prering over k and ifp is 
the inverse image of pm in A, (1.1) applies to (A,p). We therefore have a 
finitely generated differential ideal Z of A and a finitely generated 
multiplicative subset S of A such that pn = I,: S, for all n in N, it being 
understood that we are identifying NA with N. Write Z = [F, ,..., F,]. We may 
assume that 1 E S and let 1 = To, T, ,..., T, be a set of generators of S. Let 
n, be the maximum of the orders of F, ,..., F,, To ,..., T,. If n > n,, p,[ l/f] is 
generated (as an ideal of A,[ I/f]) by (J(A,[ l/f])U 6,JU ... U 6,J where 
J=P,-,A,-,[WI. Let g=flB,,. The conclusion of (1.2) now follows 
immediately from (1.5) and (1.6) of Part I. 
2. The Basis Theorem 
Let A be an algebra over a field k. An ideal Z of A is called k-separable if
the following conditions hold: 
(1) q&r; 
(2) Z = A or k and (A/Z)’ are linearly disjoint over kc where c is the 
characteristic exponent of k. 
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LEMMA (2.1). Let A be a dt@erential ring that contains a field k (that 
need not be a differential subfield of A). Then: 
(1) The family F of k-separable dtzerential ideals of A is closed under 
intersection and ascending union. If S is a non-empty multiplicative set of A 
and if Z E F, I:S E F; 
(2) If Z E F, I is the intersection of all prime ideals belonging to F that 
contain I; 
(3) If {U) for any U c A denotes the smallest element of F containing 
u, {UV}={U}n(V}. 
Let Z = fi,,, I, (resp. U,,, Z,) where (Z&r is a family of elements of F 
(resp. linearly ordered family of elements of F). If a, ,..., a,, E k and are 
linearly independent over kc, any relation bt a, + . . . + bia, E Zt where the 
bj E A implies b, ,..., b, E It, t E T. Hence bia, + ... + bia, E I=> 
b i ,..., b, E I. The rest of (1) of (2.1) is proved similarly. For (2) note that if 
p is any minimal prime component of Z and S = A -p, Z c I: S cp and p is 
the smallest prime with I: S cp so I: S =p as I: S is the intersection of all 
prime ideals that contain Z and don’t meet S. Thus p E F and so 
Z = n { p: Z cp E F n Spec A}. The equality of (3) results from (2) and the 
observation that when p E Spec A, p 2 UV op 3 U or p 1 V. 
LEMMA (2.2). Suppose that every prime element of F is quasi-finitely 
generated. Then Z E F 3 Z = (U} for some finite set U. 
Assume that (2.2) is false. By Zorn’s lemma the family of non-finitely 
generated elements of F has a maximal member I. .Then I# A and we may 
write I as an ascending union I = U hcH I,, where the I,, E F and no I,, = I. 
(Take a set of generators G indexed by an ordinal H that is as small as 
possible. Then H has no maximum element. Write G, = {g,: n < h} for any 
h in H and take I,, = {Gh}.) W e now show that if a, b E A -Z, then ab & I. 
Indeed{Z,,a}={Z,a}and{Z,,b}={Z,b)forsomehEH.IfabEZ,wecan 
assume ab E I,, by choosing h so that I,, is large enough. Then Z = (I, ab} = 
(I, a} n (I, b} = {Zh, a} n {I,,, b} = I,, #I, a contradiction. Hence Z is prime 
and so Z = [F, ,,,., F,,]: s”’ where F, ,..., F,. E I,, for some h and s 4 I. If we 
redefine h appropriately, {I,,  s) = {Z, s}. Then I,, = (Ih: s) n {Ihr s} = (I: s) n 
{I, s} = Z # I,,, a contradiction that proves (2.2). 
We shall say that F is noetherian if each element of F can be written (U) 
for some finite set U. 
THEOREM (2.3). Let R be a dtgerential ring and k a subfield of R. 
Assume that there is aJnitely generated k-s&algebra of R that contains 6i k, 
1 < i < m, and that there is a finite subset P of R such that k V P generates 
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R as a dlrerential ring. Then the system of k-separable dlrerential ideals of 
R is noetherian. 
Let x1 ,..., x, be the elements of P. By adding elements to P we may 
assume that 6, k U .a. U 6,k c k[P]. We are now in the situation of 
example (2.3) of II and we define A as was done there. That gives us a tame 
differential prering A over k and a surjection of differential prerings A + R. 
By (1.4) of Part II and by (2.2) it will suffice to show that any prime 
differential ideal of A that is separable over k is quasi-finitely generated. As 
the order of iVA is sequential, that results from (1.1). 
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